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Abstract 
The information entropy of the atomic nucleus is calculated from 
the wavefunctions of the resonance states. The transition from low 
to high level density is traced as a function of the coupling strength 
between the discrete nuclear st ates and the environment of decay chan- 
nels. In the critical region of the coupling strength where a redistribu- 
tion inside the nucleus takes place, information entropy in relation to 
the discrete states of the closed system is created. Beyond the critical 
value, a few relevant short-lived modes exist t ogether with long-lived 
noise. This result is in full correspondence to the maximum informa- 
tion entropy principle of synergetics formulated by Haken. The noise 
is characterized by disorder expressed by a large information entropy 
while the relevant modes have a high order and take, corresponsiingly, 
a s m d  part of the information entropy of the whole system. The 
entropy excess accompanying the formation of the new order is uced 
inside the system for creation of noise. Further, the noise is not struc- 
tureless and the corresponding information entropy is smailer than its 
maximal value. 
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1 Introduction 
In our first paper [l] on selforganization in the nuclear system, we showed that 
the transition frorn the regime of low to high level density in the Open quan- 
tum mechanical nuclear system occurs in accordance with the slaving prin- 
c+le of synergetics [2]. Beyond some critical value of the coupling strength 
between bound and unbound states, stable and unstable modes exist in the 
system simultaneously. The unstable modes are relevant at time and energy 
scales characteristic of the system. They correspond to the unstable modes 
which are shown to determine the behaviour of selforganizing systems [2]. 
The stable "trapped" modes, on the other hand, are suggested to correspond 
to the stable " slaved" modes. They are not characteristic of the system and 
are relevant only at the long-time scale. 
The behaviour of an Open many-particle system is governed not only by 
the slaving principle, but also by the maximum information entropy principle 
as has been shown by Haken [2]. This principle is shown to pass over into 
the second law of thermodynamics for vanishing coupling to the environment 
[2]. The validity of the principle of maximal information entropy for an Open 
quantum system is not investigated up to now in a microscopical quantum 
mechanical approach. 
The information entropy of a closed many-particle quantum system is in- 
vestigated in a few Papers E3 - 91 since it can easily be calculated from the 
spectroscopic values. Although the wavefunctions of the states and hence the 
inforrnation entropy depend On the basic set of wavefunctions and on the size 
of the con5gurational space in, e.g., the shell model approach, it is possible 
to draw some general condusions from these vaiues in the same manner as 
from the spectroscopic values. Most interesting is the question whether the 
information entropy increases as a function of a certain increasing param- 
eter, Such a parameter is, e.g., the strength of the coupling between the 
basic states wkich are supposed to have good single-particle quantum num- 
bers. The physical eigenstates are rnixed, usually, due to internal as well as 
extemal coupling. In this sense* the imformation entropy represents a mea- 
suse for the comgle~ity of the eigenstates cIf the many-body system d i c h  
kave definite total qnantnm naidess but mostly carrnst be characterized 
ie-partic1.e quarktairn nurnbers. In other words: the information en- 
tropy characterizes the degree by which the original single-particle quantum 
numbers of a state of the many-particle system cease to be good quantum 
numbers. The connection between the complexity. of states and quantum 
chaos is discussed by ~ a a k e  [8]. 
In an Open quantum mechanical system, the spectroscopic values are com- 
plex [10]. It is necessary, therefore, to find an adequate definition for the 
information entropy which resembles a measure for the complexity of the 
states of the system also in this case. 
In the present Paper, we calculate the information entropy for the Open 
nuclear system and check the validity of the maximum information entropy 
principle. The model used is the continuum shell model described in [I, 101. 
The information entropy is defined in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the results of 
numerical calculations are given and discussed in Sect. 4. Conclusions are 
drawn in the last Section. 
2 Model 
The model used in the present calculations is ths continuurn skell model de- 
scribed in [I, 101. 
The spectroscspic values follow from 
(H;$ - ER) ,m, = 0 
where the 6R are the complex enerrgy dependent eigenfunctions and 
subspace of bound state wavefunctions, 
and P onto the envirolnment (subspace of channel wavefunctions) with the 
completeness relation 
The bound states @gZI are identiffied with the solutions of the standard shell 
model problem, which reads 
(QHQ - 23"RM)iDiM = 0 . 
The Hamiltonian of the system is H = Ho $ V with the residual inter- 
action V" = ain - V in eq. ( 6 ) ,  and V"" = a" -V  in P H Q ,  & H P  and in 
the Green function G$.?), eg. ( 3 ) .  The parameter a is used in the calcula- 
tions as a control parameter by means of which the behaviour of the system 
is investigated. a = 1 to 2 corresponds to a realistic value of the residual 
interaction V. 
The basic wavefunctions are the wavefunctions @P) (Slater deterrninants) 
of the unperturbed discrete states with all A particles in bound states, as 
well as bhe wavefunctions of ithe unperturbed channels with A - 1 par- 
ticles in bound states and 1 particle in a seattering state. In the @$'I, the 
single-particle quantum numbers are good quantum numbers while in the 
Xf, the channel quantum numbers are wein defined, i.e. the single-particle 
quanturn nwnbers sf the unbound particle and the total quantum numbers 
of the cosresponding discrete state of the residual nucleus. 
The wavefunctions Bn, and @g' are related by 
with complex coefficients PRRl and 
with real coefficients bRRl. Further: it is 
with complex coefficients 
In order to characterize the mixing of the wavefunctions 6R and @iM n 
relation to the set of basic wavefunctions Q$' or @SM, the values 
and 
are calculated for every state R in andogy ts the value 
of a closed system. Every 1' characterizes the mixing af the wat~eftnnctiun 
of the corresponding s tak R in relatiori to the c b s m  basic set of B W ~ V B -  
functions. The coefficients and q ~ ;  axe normalized 80 1 by using the 
defini%ions 
and 
Here, the different IR have the following meaning: 
I? characterizes the mixing of the discrete shell model wavefunctions QigM 
in relation to the basic set of wavefunctions given by the Slater de- 
terrninants m$'. It is caused by the so-called internal mixing of the 
shell-model states which is calculated from the residual interaction 
vin = *in . V Eil. 
I? characterizes the mixing of the resonance wavefunctions BR in relation 
to the basic set of shell model wavefunctions @F. It is caused by the 
so-called external mixing of the shell model states via the continuum 
which is calculated ffom the residual interaction Ir"" = aex - V [I]. 
IR characterizes the mixing of the resonance wavefunctions in relation 
to the basic set of wavefunctions given by the Slater determinants mg). 
It is caused by both the internal and external mixing. 
I h e  Sums 
will be considered, in the £ollowing, as the information entropies of the sys- 
tem. Here, the surn runs over all Ar states 
or is restsieted ts the I '  relevant states (if such special states exist) 
The maximal value of I is P"% = N - lnN, and IC . InK, sespectively. 
3 Results 
The calculations are performed for 70 and 190 states, respectively, JT = 1- of 
1 6 0  and the two Open decay channels 15N„ and 15N* +P in the Same man- 
ner as described in [I]. Here, 1 5 N „  and 15N* are the ground state JT = $- 
and the first excited state JT = $-, respectively, of 15N. The results are 
considered as a function of the parameter crex of the coupling strength be- 
tween bound and scattering states. We are mostly interested in the degree of 
mixing I; of the wavefunctions $R which is caused by the external mixing 
of the shell model states via the continuum of decay channels. The @Ew are the wavefunctions of the states of a closed quantum system and 
are assumed usually to contain, together with the corresponding eigenvalues 
E ; ~ ,  the spectroscopic information of the states R. 
The dependence of widths FR of all 70 states on the control parameter 
cuex is shown in Fig. 1. The widths are measurable values in contrast to the 
IR. At a certain value cu:, a redistribution in the nucleus takes place as a 
consequence of which the widths of two states (fast relevant modes) become 
much larger as the widths of all the other ones (trapped modes) . The picture 
shows, further, that the redistribution at cu;: N 2.6 is not the only one. At 
higher values of crex further redistributions take place by which broad modes 
of the second and third generation are created. Thus, the trapped modes are 
not independent from each other, but are correlated. These results illustrate 
the slaving principle holding in selforganizing systems. They are cliscussed 
in [I]. 
In Fig. 2, the mixing I f  of the wav~efunctions BR of all 70 states in d a -  
tion to the basic set {@gM}  is shown as a function of the coupling str 
a". The 1; bf the two fast modes increase at az strongly. It is, hawever, 
impossible to distinguish them from the other modes only on the basis of 
the behaviour of I; although their mixing ccsefficients increase stronger thm 
those of most of the trappeci modes. 
It is necessary, Lherefore, to take ints account, additionally the informa- 
tion on Ghe Bifetime of the states (P@. l). h PI$, 
over the &wo fast modes and < 1; averaged oves L 
f 
shown. As a result, the < Ip > increase, in the region a::, much stronger 
than the < I; >. 
In Fig. 4, the information entropy IP is shown as a function of the cou- 
pling strength aex. It can be Seen easily that Ip increases with increasing aex 
for all aex if the sum runs over all 70 states or over the 68 trapped modes. 
This result is in full accordance with the principle of maximal information 
entropy formulated by Haken 121. 
For ae" > aa, the 68 trapped modes form a long-lived background 
(noise). Thle information entropy of the relevant part of the system at en- 
ergy and time scales characteristic of the system is determined by the I< = 2 
fast modes Rf, eq. (18). It is almost constant but much smalller than the 
information entropy below the instability point (Fig. 4). This result is in 
accordance with the formation of a new (short-lived) order in the system. 
The calculated information entropies depend on the basic set of wavefunc- 
tions. Therefore, some additional calculations are performed with changed 
parameters of the Woods-Saxon-potential (Fig. 5) as well as with a larger 
configuration space (Fig. 6). All the results in Figs. 5 und 6 show the Same 
tendency as those in Figs. 2 end 3: The mixing of the broad modes increases 
in the instability region much stronger than the mixing of the narrow modes. 
In Fig. 7, the I, in relation to the basic set of Slater determinants is 
drawn. It is I,(ae" = 0) = Ib when both calculations are performed with the 
same 2". The value of I, is dominated by the internal mixing the strength 
of which is constant (ain = 1) in our calculations. In spite of the comparably 
small value of cr", the spreading of the shell model states described by ( 8 ) 
is Iarge. Thierefore, I, is almost constant as a function of irex fm aex < 
. The information entropy of the relevant part of the system at large 
gnifrcantly smallex than that of the bound system (corresponding to 
aex = O ) &  In that sense, the re ts show, for large aex, qualitatively the 
same behavbur as those in Fig. 

one. As an example, the original information contained in a certain state of 
the Slater determinant, is spread over many shell model states R with the 
wavefunctions @sM. In this case, the information entropy rises from 0 to the 
maximal value N . InN if an equal distribution is reached. In the opposite 
b a s e ,  if information is transferred from a certain number N > 1 states to one 
state, the information entropy is reduced. 
Let us define, in our case, a set of functions {CC} which carry the influence 
of each original state R in relation to the channel c, 
represented in relation to the basic set {gR) with the coefficients 
Here, I Y R , ~ ~  is the partial width of the state R in relation to the channel c. 
In eq. ( 19 ), every state R is weighted by the degree to which it can be 
observed in the channel C. Further, 
%r hrge aeX, one has 
where If is the mmber oof cqen decay channels, since [I] 
In analogy to ( 11 ) , we define 
I'' = - C Ikcn12 . ln 1kcR12 . 
Then the information entropy of the system is 
with the maximal value I' """ = I< . ZnK. Comparing this vdue with Ima" = 
N - ZnN, one gets 
I'""" « I""" - (26) 
Thus, the information transfer from N different states to a smaller number 
I( of states is accompanied biy a decrease of the information entrsgy. Exactly 
such a situation occurs as a result of the redistribution taking glace in the 
system at aex = The corresponding decrease of the information entropy 
can be Seen in Figs. 4 and 7. 
In ( 25 ) and ( 18 ), only the relevant degreea of freedorn are taken into 
account while in (171, the sum runs over all states independently of the 
question whether they are relevant or not. A reatriction ts the infsrmation 
entropy of the relevant modes is justified in full correspondence with the 
slaving principle: beyond the instability point, .a few mdes are relevant; at 
time and energy scales characteristic of the system while tbe slaved anodet; 
represent long-lived noise. The situation is illustrated by means of the poles 
of the S-matrix in [ll]. 
In a channel representation of the d-iscrete states, the relevant fast rnodes 
have (almost) pure wavefuncitions in contrast to the trapped snodes the warn- 
functions of which are stronglly mixed also in this representatim, A 'kbanneBSJ 
is defined here in fall analogy to EL decay channek oaie bound pasticle rnoves 
around a core where the particle, the cure as welE ;a,s the relative anotisn aze 
by definite quanturn mmbers, Ek is possible, therefslce, to de 
single-particle quantum numbers in the relevant ordered modes. In the noise, 
single-part icle quantum numbers cannot be specified. 
The results shown in Figs. 4 and 7 confirm eq. ( 26 ). According to the 
formation of a new order in the system, the information entropy I' of the rel- 
evant modes at aex > az: is reduced as compared to the information entropy 
I for aex < aQ where all degrees of freedom are equally important. The new 
order at large aex is created under the influence of the environment of decay 
channels and reflects the structure of these channels [I]. 
Thus, the exceeding entropy is not exported into the environment if an 
ordered state is formed. The reduction of the information entropy takes place 
inside the system under the infiuence of the environment by decreasing the 
effective number of degrees of freedom, i.e. by creating a long-lived noise 
(background) which takes the main part of the information entropy. 
The numerical results obtained by us confirm both the increase of the 
information entropy as a function of increasing aex up to a certain maximal 
value due to the formation of noise, und the reduction of the information 
entropy which accompanies the formation of the relevant short-lived ordered 
states (eq. ( 18)). 
5 Summary 
In the present Paper, we have investigated the degree of mixing of the wave- 
functions an of an open quantum mechanical system in relation to the basic 
set of wavefunctions (<PRM) of the corresponding closed system. The Hamil- 
tonian operator of the closed system is hermitean, the eigenvalues and eigen- 
functions are real, the Schrödinger epation is linear [I]. The eigenfunctions 
and eigenvhes are assumed, usually, to contain all the spectroscopic infor- 
mation of the system. 
AS a ~ s u f t  of in~esti~ations, the spectroscopic properties of the Open 
syskern may differ considerably from those of the elosed system. If the cou- 
p h g  $0 the csndi.raumexceeds a certain critical value, the syskem reorganizes 
in such a manner that the spectroscopic information of the closed system is 
completely lost. In accordance with this, the wavefunctions 6 R  differ strongly 
from the basic wavefunctions @F: The degree of complexity I; of 6n in 
relation to the {@gM) is large. The information entropy I@ of the system is 
increased. 
The results obtained numerically by us show two points which appear 
as a consequence of the redistribution taking place inside the nucleus at the 
critical coupling strength a::: 
(i) The information entropy Ip of the system increases if ab1 degrees of free- 
dom are taken into account. 
(ii) The information entropy Ip of the system decreases if one restricts oneself 
to the relevant degrees of freedom. 
That means, at the critical coupling strength aQ, both order und disorder 
are created together [10]. The order is represented by a few relevant short- 
lived modes. The corresponding information entropy is small. The disorderis 
represented by a long-lived noise (trapped modes). The information entropy 
of this noise is large. The relations between order and disorder, respectively, 
and the value of the information entropy are in accordance with the usual 
accepted relations between these values. 
Thus, the evolution of the Open quantum mechanical system occurs in 
agreement with the second law of thermodynamics. In reaching an ordered 
(relevant) state far from thermal quilibrium, the exceeding entropy {s, how- 
ever, not directly exported ints the envirsnment but diminished inside the 
system by creating (irrelevant) trapped msdes (noise) near to thermal e q i -  
librium. The number of relevant degrees of freedom is reduced as a result ~f 
the redistribution taking place Inside the system at aQ. 
The relevant modes have good single-particle quantum numbers in the 
sense sf channel representation, i.e. one partide mves  around a cnre where 
the particle, the core as weil as the relative motion are descJcrbed by definite 
quantum numbers. In the noise, single-particle quantum numbers cannot be 
specified. 
The trapped modes are correlated with each other. In further investigations, 
the origin of these correlations will be investigated in detail. 
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Figure 1 
. The imaginary part of the complex eigenvalues ER = ER - f f of 70 states 
R versus aex. The calculations are performed at E = 34.7 MeV for ain = 
1, N = 70 resonance states and I< = 2 Open decay channels. The results are 
shown in a linear ordinate scale cut at r~ = l .5MeV. 
Figure 2 
The mixing coefficients 1; of all 70 states R in relation to the basic set of 
the shell model wavefunctions @SM versus aex (a" = 1, E = 34.7 MeV, 
N = 70, I< = 2). The I; of the two states with the largest widths are de- 
noted by thick points. 
Figure 3 
The mixing coefficients < I; > averaged over the two broad modes (f), all 
70 modes (all) and the 68 trapped modes (s) in relation to the basic set 
of the shell model wavefunctions @gM versus aex (ai" = 1, E = 34.7 MeV, 
N =  70,K = 2). 
Pigure 4 
The informaiion entropy Ip fos all 70 modes (all) as well as for the rele- 
and irrelevant (irr) modes beyond the instability point, in re- 
lationr t s  the basic set of the shell model wavefunctions @gM versus aeX 
(ain = 1, P = 34.7 MeV, N = 70, IC = 2)- 
Lhe miMng coeEcients I2  of a1B 70 stakes R in relation to the basic set of 
the shdl merdel tvavefunctiorns @Rhf versus aw . The Woods-Saxon-potential 
is deeper by 10 MeV (5 a)  and 20 MeV (5 b), respectively, than in Fig. 2 
(dn = 1, E = 34.7 MeV, N = 70, K = 2). The I; of the two states with the 
largest widths in each case are denoted by thick.points with~ut~regard to a 
possible exchange in the sequence of the states as a function of aex. . 
Figure 6 
, 
The imaginary part of the complex eigenvalues & = ER - :TB of 190 states 
R (6 a) and the mixing coeEcients I; in relation to the basic set of the shell 
model wavefunctions @gM (6 b) versiis aex. The configurational spaee is 
larger [(ls)-' (1p)-' (23, ld)2] than in Fig. 2 [((ls)-' (1p)-' (2.5, ld5,2)2] 
(dn = 1, E = 34.7 MeV, N = 200, K = 2). The I; of the two states with 
the largest widths in each case are denoted by thick points without regard 
to a possible exchange in the sequence of the states as a function of aex. 
Figure 7 
The information entropy I, for all 70 modes (all) as vvell as for the relevant 
(rel) and irrelevant (irr) modes beyond the instability point, in rdation to 
the basic set of the Slater determinants (P!) versus a' (ain = 1> E = 34.7 
MeV, N = 70,K = 2). 
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